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A Brief Discussion of Set Theory 
One of the most important concepts in mathematics is 
the concept of a set. The modern concept of mathematics 
teaching is that ideas from set theory and the vocabulary 
of set theory should be introduced in elementary and second-
ary mathematics classes. 
From the earliest time men have thought in terms of 
sets or collections of objects -- the set of members of a 
family, a set of household utensils, the set of fingers on 
a hand -- but it is only within the past fifty years that the 
mathematical power of this simple concept has been recognized. 
Today, set theory is establishing itself as a vital force 
in practically every area of mathematical thought. The 
purpose of this paper is to show how set theory may be intro-
duced into certain units of secondary mathematics. 
A set is a well-defined collection of objects. Thus, 
one may speak of a set of dishes, a set of all grocery stores 
in the state of Illinois, the set of all equilateral polygons,, 
the set of all roots of the equation x2 - 5x + 6 = O,, the 
set of all real numbers, the set of all points equidistant 
from the sides of an angle, and so on. Each object in a set 
is a member (or element) of the set •. 
A set consisting of any finite number of elements is 
called a finite set, and a set having an infinite number of 
elements is called an infinite set. Thus, the set of points 
which are the vertices of a particular rectangle is a finite 
set because it consists of only four member, but the set of 
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all points equidistant from the end points of a line seg-
ment is an infinite set because there is no limit to the 
number of its members. A set containing no elements is 
called a null set or empty set and is designated by ~. A 
set containing only one element is called a unit set. Thus, 
one may have one dime and no penny, the set of one dime is 
a unit set and the set of pennies is a null set.1 
The basic ideas involved.are merely "set" 
11 obriect", and "is a member ofn. Some people think 
of objecttt as more inclusive so that all sets 
are thought of as objects, but not necessarily 
conversely. As a rule capital letters should be 
used to mean sets. The verb "ls a member of" 
is symbolically indicated bf, the symbol f , and 
its denial ( ; thus "x E: A 1 is read, "x is a member 
of A" and "y c B!' is read "y is not a member of 
B".2 ~ ' 
Sometimes a set is designated by enumerating, or list-
ing its members within braces. Thus, [x,y] designates the 
set consisting of the members x and y, and [ x1 •••••• xn] 
designates the set consisting of the members x1 •••••• xn• 
At other times a set may be designated by a rule or con-
dition which determines its members. For example, one 
may speak of the set of real numbers which satisfy the 
equation x2 - 5x + 6 = o. To express the thought formally 
on paper one may write; [ x :· x is a real number and 
x2 - 5x + 6 = O] • In this expression the symbol : means 
1. An Introduction to Set and the Structure of Algebra; 
W. R. Krickenberger and Helen Pearson, Ginn and 
Company, Chicago, 1958. 
2. Insights into Modern Mathematics, Twenty Third 
Yearbook, Operating with sets, E. J~ McShane, 
pp.38-39; The National Council of Teachers of 
Mathematics, Washington, D. C., 1957 •. 
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"such that". One could read the expression by saying. "The 
set of all elements x such that x is a real number and 
x2 - 5x + 6 = o." 
One may write an expression S = { x : x is an even 
integer and 0 < x < 1 O} , to express the thought, "Set 
S consists of the elements x such that x is an even integer 
greater than 0 and less than 10". 
A set is determined when it is known which elements 
belong to the set. Thus if it were written S = [x,y], 
it would mean that set S consists of the elements x and y 
and no other elements. To say that x is an element of 
set S, one would write, x E S, and to say that z is not an 
element of set S, one would write, z ~ S. 
Two sets are said to be identical when they have iden-
tical members. Thus, the sets A= [a,b,c] and B =[b,c,a} 
are identical sets because they have the same members even 
though the members are not written in the same order. To 
express the thought, "Set A is identical to set B, 11 one 
would write; A = H. It should be pointed out that in this 
case the symbol tt=" does not mean "equal" in the usual sense. 
The set A= fa,b,c] and C= {x,y,z] have the same number 
of members, but since the members are not identical, one 
should not write A = C. One should say that set A and set C 
are equivalent sets. 
If every set A is also a member of set B~ one would 
say that A is a subset of B. For example, if B represents 
the set of all boys at Center High School and A represents 
the set of all boys in the school who are taking mathematics, 
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then A is a subset of B. One would express the thought, "A 
is a subset of B", by writing; A CB, or B "JA. If a set A 
is a subset of B, one could say that B is a superset of set A. 
Pictorially one can represent this relation by means of 
"Venn diagrams". A Venn diagram is a symbolic representa-
tion of a set, obtained by letting the points of the plane 
represent objects under consideration, and letting each set 
be represented by the points inside of some closed curve. 
Thus, given a set B, one can draw a circle, and assert 
that the points inside the circle stand for members of B; 
and the points outside are non-members of D. In this way 
the relation R C A is represented by the diagram •. 
A 
B 
It should be emphasized that the relations E and C 
are quite different. One difference is obvious, the sen-
tence "x {. A" can be correct even if x is not a set while 
11A c B.tt cannot be correct unless A and B are both sets. 
Even when both A and B are sets the meanings are still 
different. Let A stand for the citizens of Illinois and 
:a for the citizens of the United States. Then AC B, 
for every citizen of Illinois is a citizen of the United 
States; but the sentence "A ( B" is false, the set of all 
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citizens of Illinois is not a citizen of the United States. 
The sentence "A and B have the same members" can be broken 
down into "every member of A is a member of B and every 
member of B is a member of A". Being thus broken down, 
it can be written symbolically in the form "AC Band 
BC A." One wants nothing to enter into the specification 
of a set beyond the naming of its members; that is, a set 
should be completely identified when one knows just which 
objects are members. 
Going back to the previously mentioned situation about 
the boys in Center High School and the boys in mathematics 
at Center High School, if another specification wereadded 
there would be a possibility of several types of Venn dia--
grams. If the specification that all boys in Center High 
School and who are in mathematics and who are over six 
feet tall were made, then a different type or types of 
Venn diagrams would be made. Let U represent all the boys 
in Center High School and M all the boys who are in mathe-
matics and T all the boys who are over six feet tall in 
Center High School. Then there is a possibility that all 
the boys in Center High School are in mathematics and that all 
the boys are over six feet tall, this would result in Venn 
diagram A. 
U M. T 
DIAGRAM A 
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~nen there is a possibility that there are no boys in 
Center High School that are over six feet tall and are in 
mathematics, this would result in the Venn diagram B. 
u 
DIAGRAM B 
Then there is the possibility that some of the boys 
in Center High School that are in mathematics are not six 
feet tall and this would result in Venn diagram c_. It 
M 
DIAGRAM C 
should be pointed out that this is an intersection of two 
sets and would be written symbolically Mn T. "() " means 
the intersection of two sets. 
Then there is the possibility of considering all the 
boys in Center High School and all the boys in mathematics. 
This would result in the union of two sets and would be rep-
sented by Venn diagram D. It should be pointed out that 
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this is the union of two sets and would be written symboli-
cally M U T. "U " means the union of two sets., 
DIA(3.RAM D 
This by no means explains the full meaning of set be-
cause the entire study of mathematics is a study of sets. 
If more information is necessary for a study of where set 
theory can be introduced into the first year algebra and 
the study of logic by Venn diagrams it will be furnished 
at that time. 
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Sets, Venn Diagrams and Logic 
One of the best uses of sets is in making logical 
deductions. Logic is used in obtaining a conclusion from 
an assumption by means of reasoning. One of the best ways 
to use sets in logical deduction is by means of sketching 
the situation with Venn diagrams. 
Consider as an example; if a student enters our algebra 
contest, that student is a freshman in our school, as the 
major premise. Consider as the minor premise, Dick is a 
freshman in our school, and as the conclusion, Dick is 
entered in our algebra contest. Let F be the set of all 
freshman, S the set of students in our algebra contest and 
D the set Dick. The conclusion is not valid. D is not 
necessarily a subset of S even though it is a subset of F. 
The Venn diagram will show that D can be in F and not in s • 
• 0 
Consider next the major premise; all cats are animals. 
Consider as the minor premise, all tigers are cats, and as 
the conclusion, all tigers are animals. Let A be the set 
of all animals, C the set of all cats and T the set of all 
tigers. The conclusion is valid. T is a subset of C and 
C is a subset of A. The Venn diagram will show that T is 
in C and a. is in A. 
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Consider the major premise; all cats are animals. 
Consider as the minor premise, all tigers are animals and 
as the conclusion, all tigers are cats. Although the con-
clusion is true, one can not arrive at a valid conclusion 
from the facts as they are stated. Let A be the set of all 
animals, Cthe set of all cats and T the set of all tigers. 
C is a subset of A and T is a subset of A, but T need not 
be a subset of C as the Venn diagram will show. 
A 
'(:)() 
~/ -·-_/) 
,/ 
_ _/ 
Consider as the major premise; all Russians are under 
Communist rule. Consider as the minor premise, some Russians 
are not communist and as the conclusion, some Russians that 
are under communist rule are not communist. Let C be the set 
of all people under communist rule, R the set of all Russians 
and N the set of all people who are under communist rule that 
are not communist. One can see from the Venn Diagram that 
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both set R and set N are subsets of set C, but they are not 
subsets of each other. Set R and set N do intersect however. 
;- !('_/---\ 
\~ , N. l.) 
\ /// 
\ _/ / ~/ 
Let, all dogs are canines be the major premise. Let 
the minor premise be, some dogs are beagles and the conclu-
sion, some canines are beagles. Let D be the set of all 
dogs, C the set of all canines and B the set of all beagles. 
Set B and set D intersect and consequently set C also 
intersects set B, as shown by the Venn diagram. 
~-~-------/ A-----, 
I 
. . 
\ 
, \ 
I ' B 
\! / 
\.,_ / 
~----- .. /·-~---···--' 
As the last example of sets, Venn diagrams and logic 
consider as the major premise; all the Jones boys are tall. 
As the minor premise, all the Jones boys are thin and as the 
conclusion, all the Jones boys are tall and thin. Let B be 
the set of all the Jones boys, T the set of all the Jones boys 
that are thin and L the set of all the Jones boys that are 
tall. One can see from the Venn diagram that each set has the 
same members as the other sets, therefore, B= T = L. 
-11- . 
_/---------~ 
/ ~ 
\ 
~- . -~-------// 
\ 
\ 
\ 
I 
I 
' 
Just a few cases of the use of sets and Venn diagrams 
as they can be applied to logical deductions have been 
shown here. Sets and Venn diagrams can be applied to 
all types of logical deductions. They will help the stu-
dent understand logical deduction because they present a 
picture of the situation. 
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Sets of Numbers; Solution Sets 
The first concepts of sets were introduced to the 
student when he first started to add. The teacher probably 
held up a piece of chalk in one hand and two pieces of chalk 
in the other hand. Then she probably asked how many she 
had in each hand, and then combining them asked how many 
she had altogether. The teacher, as well as the student, 
probably had no idea that she was teaching sets, specifically, 
the union of two sets and the relationship of the cardinal 
numbers of two sets and the cardinal numbers of the union 
of two sets. The task at hand though is not concerned with 
the teaching of sets in the elementary school, but in the 
first course of algebra. 
The first outstanding opportunity to introduce sets into 
algebra is when signed numbers are introduced. The teacher 
can explain to the student that the set of numbers the student 
started with is the set of natural numbers. The student then 
found this set was not complete and zero was introduced. The 
student can find, upon investigation, that the number system 
he has been using is actually a set of numbers that has de-
veloped so the set is closed with respect to each new opera-
tion as it is introduced. The student at this point should 
be familiar with the fundamental operations of addition, 
subtraction, multiplication and division as they are applied 
to positive real numbers. The set which includes the positive 
real numbers and zero is the set of numbers which the student 
brings with him to the ninth grade. This set is extended 
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during the ninth grade to include the negative real numbers. 
The teacher should explain that the set of all real 
numbers has certain closure properties. For every pair of 
real numbers, a and b, there is a real number a • b; for 
every pair of real numbers a and b, a ~ O, there is a real 
number b/a; for every pair of real numbers a and b, there is 
a real number a + b; for every pair of real numbers a and b 
there is a real number a - b. The teacher should show that 
the set of negative real numbers is not closed with respect 
to multiplication and division. 
Sets may be introduced into the first year algebra 
in the solving of equations of one unknown. The equation 
may be studied with respect to not only the value of the 
unknown that makes the equation true, but also the values 
that do not hold true for the equation. The unknown is a 
variable; it is a letter which holds a place for some number 
in a given set of numbers. The given set of numbers of which 
the unknown value is a member is referred to as the domain 
o~ the variable. The domain of such a variable is usually 
considered the set of all real numbers. The number from 
the domain that makes the equation true is called the solu-
tion set of the equation. 
Consider as an example of an equation of one unknown, 
the equation x + 2 = 5. The solution set S of this equation 
has only one member, namely the number 3. Thus, 
s = f x • x + 2 = 5] • 
s [x • x = 3] • 
If one were to let a point on a line represent a real 
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number, the solution set of the equation x + 2 = 5 would 
be graphed in the following manner. 
-5 
-2 0 3 ' .5 
The teacher and the student may be interested in in-
equalities at this time. The concept of a solution set 
may be used to advantage in studying inequalities; the 
graph of the solution set of an inequality is helpful in 
understanding an inequality. Consider the example x + 2 > 5 
where x may be any real number. The solution set of the 
inequality is the set 
s = [x ., x + 2 > 5 J , or .. 
s = [x •· x > 3] • 
The solution set is graphed in the following manner. 
-/ 0 5 
The concaved part of the concave arrow indicates that the 
solution set does not include 3 and the arrow-head indicates 
that all real numbers greater than 3 are included in the 
solution set. If the end of the arrow was convex it would 
indicate that 3 was included in the solution set. Consider 
as an example the solution set to the inequality x + 2 > 5. 
S = t_x : x + 2 ~ 5] , or 
S [x : x ~ 3] 
-5 -3 -I 0 3 5 
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We consider next systems of inequalities in one variable. 
An interesting solution set is the solution set 
S = l x : x + 2 > 5 or x + 2 < 5 J •. 
Now let A = [ x :- x + 2 > 5] and B = [ x : x + 2 < 5 ] ; then 
S = AU B; in fact S = [x :, x ~ 3 ] • The solution set would 
be graphed in the following manner. 
8 5 A 
I 
-.i - I 0 
The use of sets in the study of inequalities form 
many interesting graphs of the various inequalities. Con-
sider as an example, the inequality x > 2 and the inequality 
x < -1. Let S = [x : x > 2 or x < -1] , then if 
A = (x : x > 2} and B = f x : X< -1] , we have 
s = {x • x > 2 or x< -1} • 
s = [x • x > 2] u { x : x < -1] • 
s = A UB 
The graph of the solution set is a graph of all real numbers 
less than -1 and all real numbers greater than 2 but con-
tains no numbers between and including -1 and 2. 
8 s A 
' 
I I 
-5 - '/ -3 -:i._ - I 0 3 "f s 
Consider next the set S = { x : x > 2 and x < -1 ] • 
:Let C = { x : x > 2] and let D = { x : x < -1 ] • Then 
S = [ x : x > 2 and x < -1] 
s = {x : x > 2] n [x : x < -1] 
S:Cf"lD=9J' 
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The graph of the solution set to each of the inequalities 
shows that there is no intersection of set C and set D, 
therefore set S is a null set. 
c 
I I 
' 
-5 - </ - .3 - :!... - I 0 3 'f 5 
D 
I 
-
) - '/ - 3 -1 -1 0 3 s 
Consider next the example of the inequality x <2 and 
the inequality x > -1 • Now let s = [x • x<2andx > -1] • 
Then if E = {x • x < 2] and F = {x • x > -1 } , we have • • 
s = {x • x < 2 and x > -1] • 
s = [x • x "' 2} () [x : x > -1] • 
s = E () F 
Now the graph of the solution set of E shows that all real 
numbers less than 2 are in the set and the graph of the 
solution set F shows that all real numbers greater than -1 
are in that set and the intersection of the two is the set 
of numbers between -1 and 2. 
£ 
-5 -3 - I 0 3 
-5 
- 'I -3 -2. _, 0 
.3 
s 
5 
; 
-'1 
-3 - :L - I 0 ~ 3 4f 5 
)If.any mathematics text books denote the set s briefly as 
s = {x • -1 <x< 2] • • 
• 
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aonsider next x ~ 2 and x > 2. Now let 
S = .[ x : x ~ 2 and x ? 2 ] • Now let G = . [ x : x L.. 2 ] 
and H = {x • • x ? 2} • 
s = {x • • 
s = [x • • 
S = G flH 
Then 
x .f 2 and x 2: 2} 
x ~ 2 Jn'{)(: ~lz 2\ 
I 
Now the graph of G and the graph of H show that their inter-
section, which is S, is one point 2. 
G 
-5 -~ 
-3 -:i. _, 0 3 5 
H 
-5 -'I -3 -2 -1 0 
'3 
s 
-s -41 
-3 - .2. -1 0 2 f 41 s 
On the previous examples a point on a line has been 
used to represent a number. To represent a point in a plane 
a pair of numbers are needed. Consider the universe of three 
numbers, u = (1,2,3), now arranging these three numbers 
in ordered pairs, one arrives at the following combinations; 
( 1 , 1 ) ; ( 2, 2) ; ( 3, 3) ; ( 1 , 2 )'; ( 1 , 3) ; ( 3, 1 ) ; ( 3, 2) ; ( 2, 3) ; 
and (2,1). Now if one were to use a pair of lines that 
intersect at right angles to determine a plane surface, the 
lattice of points (see figure next page) would represent the 
set of numbered pairs of the universe, U = (1,2,3). The set 
of all number pairs in which the numbers are elements of a 
set U is called the Cartesian set corresponding to U. The 
set of all ordered pairs of real numbers is the Cartesian set 
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corresponding to the set of all real numbers; its graph is 
called the Cartesian plane. The graph of the Cartesian set 
formed from the set U = (1,2,3) would be the following • 
3 • (~, 3) _.'(3,3) 
• (p.) • (.'.l, 2) • (3, 2) 
.. (;i., I) . 
In the previous equations there was one variable. Now 
in considering an equation with two variables, the members 
of the solution set are ordered pairs of numbers. Consider 
as an example the equation x + y = 5. For every x value that 
may be chosen there is a corresponding y value and for every 
y value chosen there is an x value. These corresponding 
values of x and y make up the solution set, which is a set 
of ordered pairs. B = {Cx,y) : x + y = 5}. 
Some of the ordered pairs in the solution set are tabu-
lated below. 
I -~ I 
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If the universe of x values is the set of all real numbers, 
the graph of the solution set becomes a continuous set of 
points (a straight line) as shown below.3 
3 
-1 
I -1 
-3 
- -'f 
- 5 
The teacher could also introduce sets into solving a 
system of two equations with two unknowns. Consider as an 
example the equations 3x + y = 8 and x + y = 12. Now let 
3. Sets, Sentences and Ouerations; Donovan A. Johnson 
and William H. Glenn, Webster Publishing Company, 
St. Louis Mo., 1960. 
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A = {(x,y) • 3x + y = 8 and x + y = 12] • 
B = [(x,y) • 3x + y = 8] • 
c = [(x,y) • x + y = 12] • 
then A = B f) C ; 
that is to say, set A is equal to the intersection of set 
B and set c. Now by graphing the solution set of each 
equation one can see that set B is a line with x and y inter-
cepts at 2 g and 
3 
intercepts at 12 
of the system of 
8 respectively; set C is a line with 
and 12 respectively and the solution 
equations is the 
I(, 
'' 
'" 
1'3 
.5 
4 
J 
1 
-/ 
-1 
_3 
-" 
.5 
-(. 
point A= (-2,14). 
~ 
8 
x and y 
set 
c. 
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Consider next the set D = [ (x,y) : 3x + y = 8 and 
3x + y = 5 } • Now let E = [ ( x, y) : 3x + y = 8 } and 
F = t (x,y) : 3x + y = 5 J ; then D = E n C = ~ or in other 
words set D is a null set. A graph of set E would be a 
line with 2 g and 8 as the respective x and y intercepts. 
3 
A graph of set F would be a line with 1 g and 5 as the 
3 
respective x and y intercepts. The two lines which are 
the graphs of the respective sets are parallel and have no 
points in common, therefore set D is a null set • 
.------r~~.-~-.,~~.-~-.~~-1--~-----.~-\--.---"r-----.~~-.--~.__,...~---,~ 
-3 -~ s b 
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Consider next the set K = { (x,y) • 3X + Y =3 and . 
6x + 2y = 6] • Now let L = [(x,y) • 3x + y = 3} and • 
M= £(x,y) • 6x + 2y = 6] Then K = L n M; that is to • • 
say, set K is equal to the intersection of set L and set M. 
Now by graphing each equation one can see that the solution 
set to L is a line with x and y intercepts of 1 and 3 res-
pectively, the solution set M is a line with x and y inter-
cepts of 1 and 3 respectively. Set L and set M have all 
points in common; therefore L nM is the same line, hence 
K = L = M •. 
- I 
,~~~~--,-~~~~-----.~~~~---4~~~~-'r~~~~---.~~~~-~~ 
-3 -;i - I 3 
-1 
K1L, rn 
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This is just a few places where the set concept can 
be introduced into the first year of algebra; with more 
effort the teacher of the first year of algebra can intro-
duce sets into the course in many other places. 
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Conclusion 
This paper is by no means the complete story of set 
theory in mathematics; it is a mere scratch on the surface. 
Some ideas as to how to work set theory into a first year 
algebra course and a study of logic have been illustrated. 
The reader should not get the idea that all of set 
theory is as simple as stated in this paper. With sincere 
thought on the subject, the reader can see how set theory is 
one of the unifying concepts of mathematics; it, with the 
function concept, can unite nearly all of mathematics and 
many things in other fields. The author believes that 
the world is beginning to feel the impact of the set theory 
of mathematics and that in time it will have moved from 
journals and yearbooks into every textbook on mathematics, 
including those from arithmetic to the most abstract form 
of mathematics. 
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